2001 pt cruiser transmission problems

Two problems related to automatic transmission cooler have been reported for the Chrysler Pt
Cruiser. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics
and reliability analysis of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt
Cruiser. Smoke was observed coming from the rear of the vehicle, so the vehicle was pulled
over. The front hood was raised and the transmission's left driver side, exhaust, and rear tires
were observed to be covered in transmission oil. The vehicle was towed to an auto repair shop
who determined that the transmission cooler hose clamps were not installed properly. The auto
repair shop replaced the hose clamps with stainless steel wormgear clamps, and filled the
vehicle up with transmission oil. At the time of the incident, the operating temperature of the
vehicle was hot. The vehicle is a Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Weather stripping on rear passenger
window fell off. Dealer glued or taped to fix. Finally another dealer replaced assembly plastic
liner and rubber component. Transmission oil pan leak. Dealer resealed gasket x 2 without
success. Currently trying to replace oil pan. Loaner car same make amd model has same
problem. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler problem 1. Automatic Transmission
Cooler problem 2. Automatic Transmission problems 6. Automatic Transmission problems.
Manual Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Transmission Not Engage
problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Manual Transmission Floor Shifter
problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Clutch problems. Transmission Slip Out Of
Gear problems. Six problems related to automatic transmission have been reported for the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported
for the Pt Cruiser. The contact owns a Chrysler Pt Cruiser. When attempting to shift gears, the
gear shifter became loose and temporarily inoperative. The contact took the vehicle to a
transmission expert and a technician stated that the gear box bushings and thrust washers
were missing. In addition, the seat cables to the rear passenger seat failed. He called the
manufacturer and left a message. The failure and current mileages were 28, I was driving down I
at 65 mph when the transmission locked up, losing all gears except 1st. This caused the car to
decelerate rapidly and the car to veer to the right. I managed to get to the off-ramp without
incident. The car now needs the transmission rebuilt with only 69, miles on it. The transmission
on my Pt Cruiser let go at miles. I would think that it would last a lot longer than that!. My
Chrysler Pt Cruiser limited edition -- less than 3 years old, after having every required and
recommended service at the car dealership -- needed a transmission overhaul on this date. The
problem surfaced just past 36, miles while I was on vacation in late August, and I initially took it
to the dealer on September 3. I was told it was safe to drive the vehicle. But the problem did get
worse and I felt uncomfortable driving it, yet I could not get an earlier appointment. A new car,
well cared for, should not need its transmission rebuilt just after the manufacturer's warranty
runs out. While driving the vehicle at 60mph the vehicle stalled out and die without warning.
Dealer has replaced head casket. On December 23 vehicle stalled again while driving at 40mph
this time due to a faulty transmission, dealer has been notified. Please provide further
information. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission
problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic
Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission
problems 6. Manual Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission
Control Module problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Automatic Transmission
Cooler problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator
problems. Manual Transmission Floor Shifter problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems.
Clutch problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners have
reported 29 problems related to automatic transmission under the power train category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt Cruiser. The
contact owns a Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The contact stated that while backing out of traffic, the
linkage arm had come off of the transmission which were held on by bushings. The car would
not move. The vehicle was towed to his home. The manufactuer had not been contacted and the
vehicle had not been repaired. The contact stated he will do the repairs himself. The failure
mileage was approximately 52, See all problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. With 59, freeway
miles, at 65 mph vehicle downshifted abruptly and unexpectedly. Vehicle would only lurch along
at a slow speed and unable to go into reverse. It had to be towed. This vehicle I purchased new
with mi. At miles the transmission has started to lunge forward upon starting of the vehicle and
also at a stop it lunges and acts like the engine is going to quit. Is it going to take a fatality of a
pedestrian or other motorists before this issue is addressed? When attempting to shift gears,
the gear shifter became loose and temporarily inoperative. The contact took the vehicle to a

transmission expert and a technician stated that the gear box bushings and thrust washers
were missing. In addition, the seat cables to the rear passenger seat failed. He called the
manufacturer and left a message. The failure and current mileages were 28, Vehicle lunges
forward when coming to a stop and stalls when accelerating. You have to keep your foot firmly
on the brake when stopping to prevent the sudden forward motion and be careful when pulling
out into traffic because of the stall. This problem has been ongoing since purchasing the car in
July with only 17, miles on the car. It is now March and the car has around 29, miles on it, with
the same problems. The problems are not getting worse. While driving approximately 65 mph,
the vehicle hesitated and never switched from second gear. The engine just kept revving. The
contact drove to a safe area and shut off the vehicle. The vehicle made a sound as if it failed
completely. The vehicle was towed to a dealer and they stated that they did not have enough
time to get an accurate diagnosis. The vehicle still has not been repaired. The current mileage
was 97, and failure mileage was 95, While driving into a parking space between 5 and 10 mph,
there was a clicking sound. She exited the vehicle and discovered the transmission on the
ground. Goodyear towed the vehicle to a goodyear dealer and they stated that the bolts
separated in half and released the transmission. The headlight switches and a bracket near the
timing belt were also damaged. Daimler Chrysler stated that her warranty expired and that she
would be responsible for the repair costs. The contact has the bolts and failed parts. The
vehicle was repaired by goodyear. The current mileage was , and the approximate failure
mileage was The dealer information was not available. Transmission parking pall broke. After
placing car in park and exiting vehicle, the car started to roll backwards. Had to get car open
quickly again and apply brake to keep vehicle from striking a person or another vehicle.
Entering the highway, went to accelerate, engine revved by did not move. Pulled vehicle to side.
Could not get vehicle to move forward or reverse. Had towed to dealership. Low rev shaft found
broken. Caused damage to transmission. Transmission needs replacement. This is a vehicle
with only 40,miles. Problem started with no prior warning of transmission problems. Vehicle
later died in the middle of a side street. Could not get vehicle to move in any gear, and check
engine light came on and stayed on. Finally got vehicle to limp around the corner in drive, then
vehicle died. No transmission fluid found in reservoir. Fluid noted on ground under vehicle. Had
to tow vehicle 30 miles to dealership, who could not repair it after three days of waiting, due to
lack of transmission service technician. Vehicle was ultimately repaired at aamco transmission,
requiring another 20 mile tow. Vehicle had to have transmission replaced. The vehicle had to be
towed to a repair facility. Also, the seat belt buckle constantly failed to remain secure. The
vehicle was towed to an independent transmission shop for service. The manufacturer was
notified, but the service dealer was not. The transmission went out at under 34, miles. Why then
must I pay for a known defect?. Transmission of Pt Cruiser failed 56, miles needing complete
rebuild. Fluid pump disintegrated spreading metal shards throughout transaxle. I have a Pt
Cruiser with about 30, miles on it. This car when stopped in gear and your foot on the break
suddenly goes into gear and it takes two feet on the break pad to hold it. This only lasts about 3
seconds and then stops. On I was dropping off my daughter and as she went to cross in front of
this car it jumped into gear and I almost hit my daughter. I took it to the local dealership and told
them about this problem. They said they did a road test and drb test and showed no codes.
They said wait until it gets more regular and bring it back in. I did email Chrysler corp. On this
and have not heard back from them yet. I don't feel this car is safe to drive until this get fixed. It
seams they could rebuild the transmission instead of waiting for me to run someone over. Very
frustrated right now with all this. About two months ago, I had my brakes services at a local
shop that I have been dealing with for 10 years. When I was younger, I used to do much of the
work to cars myself, and once in a while I do an audit of the work he does. As always, he does a
great job. Recently I was driving back from lake tahoe on i This is mostly full of mountains with
very steep grades and a lot of sheer cliffs. I had a full car load of human and personal property
so I would conceder it to be close to the max weight of the car. I placed the automatic
transmission from over-drive to the next lowest gear during the steep grades. We did not slow
down at all! I discovered to my horror that the next lowest transmission speed was third. So I
dropped it down again to the next lower gear and it was first gear. Since our speed was 55 miles
per hour, it did not engage at all. Thank goodness it did not. So I applied the abs front discs and
rear drums. By the time we got down from this area, I totally burned out the brakes. I have
driven other cars from California to texas to florida with similar loads, but never with a
transmission with no second gear. I have never burned new brakes up in a similar fission and
required one new disc. Thank you very much for your valuable time. Consumer states that the
dealer's service department is telling her that the transmission is not going into fourth gear. The
light on the dash board came on so she took vehicle in, got the car back and the light came
back on. Consumer took the vehicle back in last Wednesday and vehicle has been there ever

since. Consumer feels the vehicle is too new to have this many problems. While driving 30 mph
transmission failed. As a result, the vehicle was towed to the dealer. The cause has yet to be
determined. I was driving down I at 65 mph when the transmission locked up, losing all gears
except 1st. This caused the car to decelerate rapidly and the car to veer to the right. I managed
to get to the off-ramp without incident. The car now needs the transmission rebuilt with only 69,
miles on it. The transmission on my Pt Cruiser let go at miles. I would think that it would last a
lot longer than that!. Stalls when turning corners or stopping for signs and traffic lights.
Accidents almost occurred a number of time. Something is fishy with these cars. Private party
looked at the problem and said the transmission is not down shifting when coming to a stop or
slowing to minimum speed. Dealers and Chrysler are denying a problem. I am getting rid of the
auto as it is too unsafe to continue driving. I hope more owners of these complain as to get
something done ASAP. Someone is going to get killed. Bought a new Pt Cruiser. Automatic
transmission went completely bad at 37, miles and again at 72, miles. Chrysler repaired the first
time under the standard warranty. Transmission will lag when down shifting from 2nd to 1st
gear. Also, all lights will dim when braking or windows are brought down. Dealer said. I'm still
have the problem and in stop and go trafic I noticed when the vehcile was down shifting the
radio stoped working and the lights dimmed for a second. Dealer said to wait to see if it does it
again before repair. My Chrysler Pt Cruiser limited edition -- less than 3 years old, after having
every required and recommended service at the car dealership -- needed a transmission
overhaul on this date. The problem surfaced just past 36, miles while I was on vacation in late
August, and I initially took it to the dealer on September 3. I was told it was safe to drive the
vehicle. But the problem did get worse and I felt uncomfortable driving it, yet I could not get an
earlier appointment. A new car, well cared for, should not need its transmission rebuilt just after
the manufacturer's warranty runs out. While driving the vehicle at 60mph the vehicle stalled out
and die without warning. Dealer has replaced head casket. On December 23 vehicle stalled
again while driving at 40mph this time due to a faulty transmission, dealer has been notified.
Please provide further information. The consumer was told that the transmission could not be
fixed. In three instances on the interstate highway the Pt Cruiser will downshift into first gear
where it will remain after the check engine light appears. This has happened all times when
driving, in excess, of 45mph. After the problem, the Pt Cruiser can be driven, but is limited to
crawling along at 15 - 20mph. We have taken the car to 2 different dealerships for repair,
however the problem has not been corrected. Currently, this is the 34th cumulative day in the
shop, and a total in 37 days in the last 3 months. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission
problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 1. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt
Cruiser 2. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 3. Automatic
Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 4. Automatic Transmission problem of the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser 5. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 6. Automatic
Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 7. Automatic Transmission problem of the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser 8. Automatic Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 9. Automatic
Transmission problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser Power Train problems. Clutch problems.
Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Failure problems. Manual
Transmission problems. Axle Assembly problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems.
Power Train Driveline problems. Transmission Fluid Leaking problems. Search your problem.
More specific problems:. What is the transmission fluid of your PT Cruiser, and when should
you change it? Top problems. Transmission problems Chrysler PT Cruiser 2. Going down
interstate and just stopped pulling. Could the hard hit have jarred the ground strap loose and
cause this. Drove everyday for 2 weeks with no slipping or any other issues. All help is
appreciated. Just had it rebuilt 2 years prior to this. Aamco only had 1 year warranty. Comment
Same issue here. I own a pt cuiser 2. After changing the gasket, cylinder head and bent valves,
it started presenting many sensors' failures : camshaft, oxygen, acceleration and MAP. The
engine apparently starts properly when in dead center, it accelerates properly but, when
changing to either D or R, the engine chokes and loses power, and even stalls. I would like to
know if the problem is in the sensors, in the electronic control unit or in the gearbox. Thank
you! My car's dashboard indicates malfunctioning and, when reaching mph, the overdrive won't
enter and it stops there. I then change the car to Neutral or Parking, start it again and it works
properly for a while. After some minutes driving, the same scanning failure presents and the
codes p of the transmission and p appear. I've disconnected the battery, cleaned the computer's
connectors and changed the radiator's lid, which had some leaking failures, but the problem is
still there. Hope I can help you because pt cruiser's failures are usually simple. In the engine,
right in the inferior part of the air filter, some relays are located. There is a specific one for the
automatic transmission, which must be failing. You should change it and the problem should
disappear. In case it is not that, you should then check the harnesses that are connected to the

transmission, which usually get damaged. Problems with a PT Cruiser? Share them. PT Cruiser.
I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us
on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help
Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit
reply. Submit reply Cancel. PT Cruiser PT stands for personal transportation is a car model that
is introduced by Chrysler in This line of automobile is designed with a variety of transmissions,
including manual, automatic and semi-automatic. In the transmission system, there is often a
transmission machine to regulate the power of the engine in your car. As a result, the
transmission if a PT Cruiser car would have a lot of problems. For many people, finding out the
problem with the transmission in a PT Cruiser car is a challenging task. In general, most
common issues are both electrical as well as mechanical, errors in the form of sounds as well
as sensations. In addition, it would cost you a lot of money to replace any parts of the
transmission. Good car dealers will have complex computers to provide your car a large
amount of data when they are plugged in. Whenever the computer indicates a severe failure, it
will activate limp-in mode so that you can get the vehicle to a professional mechanic or save the
information to compensate for an issue in the sensor. The transmission sticking in second gear
is one of the major symptoms. The Check Engine light may also lighten due to a loose gas cap.
An automatic transmission often changes gears by using hydraulic fluid under pressure. When
this process happens, the computer in your car will activate the transmission solenoid, which
directs the fluid to the valve body for correct gear engaging. When the vehicle is moving down a
road, the computer will analyze information provided by engine speed as well as vehicle speed
sensors. A solenoid could control multiple or a single gear, depending on its design. There are
some common signs of this problem:. After that, the ECU will register an error code and turn on
the engine light, which makes the transmission go into a fail or limp mode. Some major benefits
of additives are as following:. My PT is 2. I started to hear a clicking noise and it accelerated and
decelerated along with the engine RPMs. I stopped at a stop light and the transmission
disengaged. Engine running fine, but no connection to the wheels. What are your thoughts. Hi
there, a licking noise in the transmission often indicates one tooth off a gear or a chip broke off
of a gear. And this eventually leads to other signs as you can see. I think the best option in this
case is bringing your car to a professional mechanic. Very low mileage. I was driving like
normal was coming to a stop sign so I let off the gas and applied the brakes. When I was ready
to go again. It was in drive as usual. Park worked and nutural worked but nothing else
Drive,reverse,low. Any help would be appreciated. I had the exact same problem this last
weekend.. I had the car towed home. I was able to apply the brake and give it all the gas I
wanted. I sat there and revved the stink out of it.. I have pt cruiser.. I put computer in It.. Plz
help.. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Very low
mileage Reply. I would love to get some input on this. It looks like you're new here. If you want
to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. October edited June in Chrysler. Discuss PT Cruiser transmission issues here. December
I bought a PT Turbo, automatic, LTD and I love it but it feels like the transmission slips when I
take off from a stop, as if stopping at a red light which suddenly turns green. It also cuts out or
"misfires" when pulling a small hill at 45 mph, especially if I down shift. My dealer says their
computer indicates my computer is Ok, there is no "adjusting" the transmission, and that others
complained about the same thing, yet my salesman has never heard of this. It's embarrassing to
take people in a new car which displays this kind of behavior. I have an appointment to take a
ride with the service team. If they still tell me this is normal, I'm requesting a test drive a PT
Turbo off of their lot. Before I embarrass myself I wonder if anyone else really has complained
about this. April Have someone check the wiring to the O2 sensors. It affects not just idle, but
acceleration. What you described is exactly the problem my GT was having. Trust me, I replaced
the plugs, plug wires, and the dealer still couldn't find the problem my car spent 7 weeks in 3
months in the shop. I took it to another dealer and they found the problem only after their
diagnostics found 2 faulty O2 sensors what are the odds of that happening? July I have a Pt
Cruiser. It developed a problem that it won't shift into reverse. Acted up for about a week and
now won't shift into reverse at all. Any suggestions. Found problem August Can you shift it into
reverse when the engine is shut off? If you can't, the shifter linkage needs to be adjusted. If you
can. November It not a tire or anything. It will shimmy almost as if it is stuttering then it goes
away then it happens again. Anyone have this issue? January I have a PT that i got 2 months
ago and i'm experiencing intermitent shimmy. Also, i have noticed it takes a while to get heat.
February Does your vehicle have warranty? Even if not I would suggest taking your PT to a
mechanic and having them take a look. Riding in first gear can seriously damage the
transimssion. Have it looked at ASAP. I think you need to bring the car to outside mechanic

shop to find out the problem because the dealer never can help you find out the problem until
you have major break down because they can charge more. I had no problems with it up until
this past week. My fiance drove it to work and he said it drove fine, on the way home,he said he
had the cruise control set at 55 mph, and he said all of a sudden,it started losing speed and
downshifting. It is an automatic transmission. He pulled over and turned the car off, checked all
of the fluids including the transmission fluid and he said all was well. He got back in, started the
car back up, and tried to take off. He said it wouldn't go in any gear but first and wouldn't go
over 5 mph, so he had to drive it home that way. We DON'T have the money to replace the
transmission. This is our only vehicle. Could it be a sensor or the computer or what? I am sure
hoping it's not the transmission, we can't afford to replace the transmission and still make the
payments,and no, it's not under warranty. Any suggestions would be extremely helpful and
valuable to us. I had the same problem with my PT yesterday Bad news, I ended up having the
transmission rebuilt. Huge price difference! What did yours do exactly? October Wow, after
reading some of these trans problem posts I'm glad I invested in a , mile extended warranty. My
wife's 03 turbo Cruiser transmission started slipping recently when she'd take off from a stop.
Trust me, she does not drive aggressively. It has around 65, miles and I changed the trans fluid
and filter myself at around 30, miles. This car has not been maintenance neglected or abused
and the fluid level was within the normal range. Anyway, we dropped it off at the dealer night
owl drop late last night. They called today and said the trans needed to be rebuilt because of
some undetermined internal problem. I'd hate to see the bill for that overhaul from a Chrysler
dealership but at least we're covered. I have a PT Cruiser with 42, miles and an automatic
transmission. I am having difficulty pushing the silver button on the shifter to get the car out of
park and into driver or reverse. Any idea what the problem could be? The dealer can't look at it
until later this week. My PT Cruiser has 31, miles on it and suddenly a high pitch noise came out
of the transission followed shortly by the trasmission falling out of gear. I've had two mechaics
look at it and neither can tell me the problem - just that it's definitely the transmission. I've
towed the car to the dealer to see if they can figure out but they can't look at it for several days.
Any one have an idea of what this could be? First check the speed sensors if not them its either
the trans. I have one thats giving me the same problem, oh and also check the eatx fuse in the
fuse block near the master cylinder, most likely its blown. Oh yea 1 other thing for just a few
dollars you can get a code reader thats real easy to use and helps narrow down the problem. If
you do get one the most likely codes your going to get are p thru which are shift control codes
and or a p thru which are speed sensor codes thats the easy1 to replace. I have a pt and has a
metal to metal sound in the front of car. I checked the brakes and their like brand new. I jacked
the car up in the center with both front wheels off the ground, I put the car in drive at a idle.
Stopping th driver side wheel by hand the noise was still there. Stopping the passage side
wheel by hand the noise stopped. I removed the wheel, brakes and rotor it still has the noise. It
sounds like it's coming from the transmission metal to metal at a high point. The transmission
works fine. Help Bill. Most tranny computers are learning constantly how to keep the vehicle
shifting smoothly. Most of them constantly monitor how long the shift takes to complete.. If the
dealer ran a quick learn procedure for the computer and maybe changed the fluid and the
problem still exists then there are only 3 lol explanations. A crappy computer or crappy
computer inputs. Anyway, still give it a few miles for the computer to try and smooth it out..
March Can someone help? I took it in about 3 times before they reprogrammed the computer,
but the odd time, I still get that jerking and my car only has 48, km on it. Oh and today I found
out they have to replace the engine cause mine is shot I am beginning to think I bought a dud.
The reverse gear on my PT Cruiser has failed. It's a 5 speed manual. Is there something I can do
to correct it or do I need to take it to the shop? Thanks, Jon. May I have a 01 pt, with miles and
the trans needs replaced, any good tips on where in columbus ohio to go? I have had no
problems or any indication that something was wrong. Hi everyone I've been reading your
posts, and I would like to add that if you are considering buying a PT Cruiser Between a leak in
the cooling system, multiple problems with the power steering, and now a MAJOR tranny
problem, this car is a major disaster. It is not a gear shift problem, it is a problem within the
transmission that requires a complete rebuild. Otherwise, you will be stuck with a car that will
cost you thousands to fix and be a constant headache for you in the future. Again, sell it ASAP
And, that is the worst case scenario, because then you have to pay for towing it somewhere. On
top of that, if you can't even drive it, the chance of someone buying it from you is pretty much
zero. If for some reason a miracle happens and someone does buy it, pretty much it will only get
bought by either 1 a mechanic who is willing to give you a thousand or so bucks to tow it and
take it off your hands and he or she will bebuild the tranny and resell it for a profit or 2 another
owner of a PT Cruiser who is willing to buy it from you for spare parts. And be realistic! So, you
have to figure that your KBB value will drop dramatically. Again, these types of problems

automatically make the value of your car significantly less. Besides, that doesn't guarantee that
our problems are over! This car is notorious for regular, expensive "issues"! We are going to
take that money and apply it to another more reliable car like a Honda or Toyota for my mom!
Good luck everyone, and I hope this post helped you! Good luck with that Honda. They've had
their fair share of transmission problems lately as well. My wife has an 03 Cruiser turbo and she
loves it. I was just driving a borrowed 03 PT 5 speed and shifted from 2nd into 3rd gear but it
was not there. No noise just like being in neutral. There were no preceding problems.
September Purchased new, my PT has been lovingly cared for through , miles. Always hand my
vehicles down to family and wanted to do the same with this but think a dealer has trashed my
car!! Without previous trouble, my car stalled 2x immed after startup. Once running, it
proceeded to act up on way home from 60 mile commute. Speed would drop from 60 mph trying
to save gas to 40 mph on or off cruise. Never got any check engine light. Got home, parked and
towed to Chrysler dealer where initial diagnosis was "computer". Didn't make it 3 miles, check
engine light on. Towed back to dealer, claimed "power steering switch" bad and needed new
rotors. Before ride home from dealer, check engine light back on, this time it's the emissions,
though catalytic converter had been changed within past 2 yrs. Nothing changed out. This time I
am told to "trade it in or take it to the salvage yard". Having a fit. Meeting with the service and
general manager and will be waging war. I think they should have known that the computer
trouble might also have caused the torq converter and other damage, which would have kept
me from spending anything and just replaced the car. Any info re this would be appreciated.
Don't know if I will buy another pt cruiser but I sure loved that car!! I have a pt cruiser and I
accidentally blew my EATX fuse under the hood and now the transmission is stuck in limp
mode second gear any ideas how to fix this??? I have a PT and have never had any problems
with it until now. It has about 70, miles on it. Lately, when I am slowing down for a stop or the
car is already stopped, it feels like someone hit me from behind. I've had the transmission fluid
and filter changed and the computor reset. Anyone have any ideas? You wrote: I have a PT and
have never had any problems with it until now. I am having the same problem with my PT, were
you able to solve this problem? Any suggestions? ZMan23 Posts: 2. Good morning all, safe and
Happy Holidays to all. I have a Cruiser Limited and have had vibration happening between 1st
and end of 2nd gear. Took it to Chrysler and they replaced shafts on both the left and right side.
It did make it slightly better but still there. Asked why it is still there and was told they have no
other answers or solutions to try. Any thoughts out there? Any help greatly appreciated!!! I have
a PT Cruiser - all of a sudden it won't shift out of first gear - it's automatic - before I spend way
too much, can someone suggest anything She does her hardest and it is hard with no child
support or any help and being single. My dad is a mopar fan and that gets my Momma because
every Mopar she has gave us all kind of problems. On the other hand, our Chevys have never
failed us. Problem with our PTCruiser? First it was the battery, then the coolant still dont work!
If anyone knows how to help please let my Momma know. Im just a kid but I am doing my best to
helpp her. Thank you! Anne, Did you get it fixed? My Momma's car is doing the same thing but it
is stick. I feel really bad because my dad dont give her any kind of support or help and gives her
a hard time. I feel bad. Please let me know if you got it fixed? Momma is trying a Chrysler
Advisor and Mechanic online close to where we live. I will let you know if we got it fixed or not.
My buddy just bought an automatic 01 cruiser about 3 weeks ago. He noticed it was leaking
transmission fluid so he took it in and had a full transmission service. After getting the car back
he noticed it was still leaking. He took the car back and again they replaced the seal. The car is
still leaking fluid. Today he was on his way over to my house and stopped at the store. After
backing out of the parking spot he put it into drive and nothing happened; the car wouldn't
move. He sat there for about 3 minutes and finally the car started to drive. The car seemed to
shift just fine as he was driving. He got to my house and decided to see if it was still having
problems. He backed it out of my driveway and it was just fine. He shifted it into drive and again
the car wouldn't move. He tried Drive 1st and 2nd gears and the car wouldn't move in any of
those gears. He tried reverse again and it moved in reverse just fine but wont go forward. He
said that before this started happening, when coming to a stop the car would jerk as if he was
slamming on the brakes just before coming to a complete stop. Does anyone have any ideas on
what could be causing this or how severe it is? Does he need to replace the transmission or
could be something less severe like a solenoid or control module? Any information would be
greatly appreciated. Hi there Bill, I was surfing through this old forum and I seem to have the
exact same problem. Out of all the posts I read you're the only one that matches the description
of my problem. So anyways, did you ever find out what was the problem with your car? I would
really appreciate it since I'm the typical starving college kid paying my way through college, and
with my part time job i only make enough to pay for my rent and bills. Thanks for your time and I
hope you can get back to me :sick:. My GF has a PT, and took it into a car dealership to have it

serviced. It came back with a noticeable "shimmy" during acceleration from 20 - 25 mph. The
people at the dealership tried to convince us that it was a bad axle or axles - apparently Chrysler
didn't balance axles on the basic cars, only the turbo version, which was what they tried to sell
my GF. In the case of my GF's car, it never had any isssues until after it went to the dealer - a 3
minute inspection of the car by me after we left the dealer revealed they had overfilled the
tranny by 1 quart, and there was also 44 oz. Just reinforces the commentary that you really are
crazy to take your car to a dealership! Hope this helps, J. I just got done replacing the timing
chain, then had to put in a new radiator. Be careful who you take your car to for a timing chain
replacement. If it's the first PT Cruiser the mechanic has done, it will take him 2 weeks to get it
right. I had the water pump changed at the same time because it was recommended. Right after
I got it back from having the radiator done, the transmission was slipping badly. I did a little
research, found out about changing the fluid and filter in the transmission - did that today and it
shifts like new! Hasn't shifted that well in months - maybe a year. It's perfect now. I want to
Autozone, got the kit and the fluid, took me hours you need a torque wrench and need to know
how to convert foot pounds to inch pounds. I am trying to get a trans pan gasket AZ Apparently
there are two distinct auto trans for this model, but can't seem to locate specs. AZ has the trans
filter? The 5th gear in my PT kept slipping and my mechanic told me it could not be repaired and
I would need to get another one. Where do I find one? June I have a PT Limited Anyone got any
ideas? My son recently hit a deer in my car It was repaired this weekend; however, it would not
automatically shift out of what I think is 1st gear My mechanic doesn't know where the shifting
solenoid is The computer said it was a P or P error Can you help me please? I cannot drive
above 30 or 35 mph as a result. Josh I have a similar problem with the trasmission on my PT
Cruiser. As the car stops, it jerks. This has been going on for a while and they have done
whatever software upgrades that were required. Now Chrysler says that in order to determine
my problem they will need to open the transmission to see if it can be rebuilt. They are talking
about more money than I think it's worth. How did you resolved your problem? He took his car
to a local Mechanic. It was the soft parts in the Tranny. They had to take his transmission apart
and replace some parts inside, I'm not sure the extent of it, the mechanic just said they needed
to be replaced. Now his car drives like new. He's never had a problem with it shifting or coming
to a stop again, infact the car seems to have oomph :P A couple months after he had that work
done, his timing chain broke. Fortunately he was pulling into his parking spot and driving slow
so it didn
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t do any damage to the engine. He had , miles on it when the belt broke, so if your there and
haven't done it yet I recommend replacing it. If your cars in good shape, I think its worth it. My
buddies car had some major work done for just under 2k and now it runs like new. I hope this
helps, let me know what you decide to do :confuse:. Has anyone had their transmission fail
since Chrysler came out with their Lifetime Powertrain Warranty? Could you share your
experience? Was the warranty worth anything? Did they fix your busted tranny for free or is this
all BS? Josh Good news on the transmission. They claimed that the overhaul would be best in
case there was a piece of the Snap Ring somewhere else in the transmission. Since I am the
original owner of the car, and have used a Chrysler Dealer for all service, and that there was no
driver abuse, Chrysler decided to do the repair at their cost and I would pay for half that cost. I
thought that this was fair. Sign In or Register to comment.

